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BENEFIT AUCTION #2, NOVEMBER 2005 

CLOSES ON DECEMBER 7, 2005 
It has been a long time coming and many of you have been sitting on the edge of your chair waiting for this auction, our second bene- 

fit auction. We apologize for that. This year has been one filled with many ups and downs for the Gallery Mint and its owner Ron 

Landis. By now you all know the bad news about our loss of Joe Rust. As a result, though nothing is going stop the progress of 

Gallery Mint, Joe’s untimely death has slowed us down considerably. We remain in probate. However, the good news is that we have 

been concentrating on the new museum itself. 

We have selected a 13 member Board of Directors that reads like a “Who’s Who of Numismatic Scholars.” They are: Ron Landis, 

Chairman of the Board; Timothy Grat, Vice-Chairman of the Board; Mike Ellis, your auctioneer, current President of CONECA, and 

error coin authenticator for |CG; Erik Goldstein, Curator of Mechanical Arts and Numismatics for the Colonial Williamsburg 

Foundation; D. Wayne Johnson, founding editor of “CoinWorld,” noted author and minting technology specialist; Bob Evans, chief 

scientist, conservator and active lecturer of the USS Central America ship wreck and salvage operations; Robert W. Julian, noted mint 

historian and numismatic author extraordinaire; John Kraljevich, Jr., noted researcher, cataloger and author; Greg Lambousy, Curator 

of Numismatics at the Louisiana State Museum (aka the Old New Orleans Mint); Christopher Madden, engraver for the Bureau of 

Engraving and Printing and one of the few remaining currency plate hand engravers; John Nebel, numismatic photographer extraordi- 

naire and computer specialist; Edward C. Rochette; who hardly needs any introduction but is Executive Director Emeritus of the 

American Numismatic Association, co-founder of the ANA’s Summer Seminars and noted author and Dr. Richard Doty, Currator of 

Numismatics at the Smithsonian Institute. 

Also tapped for corporate officers (the Executive Committee) of the Museum are Ron Landis, President; Mike Ellis, Vice-President; 

Timothy Grat, Secretary/Treasurer; and Larry Lee, acting Director of the Gallery Mint Museum. 

We have already attained not-for-profit status in the state of Arkansas and will be attaining same from the IRS shortly. The required 

papers have been filed and we now have the right to accept donations of cash, bullion, coins, books for what will be our world class 

numismatic library and equipment while the donors may take advantage of any and all tax advantages to do so! YES, WE ARE 

NOW ACCEPTING TAX DEDUCTIBLE DONATIONS! 

And, finally, we have retained Susie Nulty, long time IT spe- 

cialist for the ANA and now working with John Nebel in 

Colorado as our web site developer as well as Steve Brooks, of 7 

Friday, Eldridge & Clark with offices throughout Arkansas as 

our legal representative. 

During the third week of September we held the first big, offi- 

cial board meeting here in Eureka Springs. Many plans for 

fund raising, design, location, etc. were addressed and it was 

blatantly obvious that all the above persons share the vision 

which is the Gallery Mint Museum Foundation. Stay tuned as 

we progress toward our projected Spring of 2007 Grand 

Opening. 



Gallery Mint Benefit Auction Number 2 
BIDDER RULES 

CLOSES December 7, 2005 

l. Mail all mail bids to: GMM, P.O. Box 706, Eureka Springs, AR 72632 

rs You may cut and paste from the web site and email or send a simple email with email bids to gmmmike@arkansas.net with 

“Auction” for the subject. 

3. You may phone in your bids from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. CST on Monday through Friday except on the final day of the auc- 

tion which you may phone in until no one is any longer taking calls which will be until at least 5:00 p.m. CST. 

4. The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer shall be the buyer. The auctioneer reserves the right to reject or with- 

draw any lot from the sale. 

5. All sales are for cash and are due immediately upon receipt of invoice. All invoices will include a 15% buyer’s fee. The 

buyer’s fee is to cover costs of the sale including but not limited to: labor, printing costs, shipping and insurance costs and all other 

related expenses. You may pay using any of our normally accepted methods of payment. Items will be shipped upon receipt of pay- 

ment. 

6. The auction is open to anyone and no deposit is required or desired. 

.3 Bidders will be awarded lots at a 10% advance over the second highest bidder or at minimum bid if no other bids are 

received. (Unlimited bids will be accepted though we caution you that this is not the smartest way to bid!) 

8. Bidders are responsible for their bids so be sure to double check them before sending, emailing or phoning them in. The first 

postmark, email or phone call received wins in the event of a tie bid so bid early! 

9. All items are guaranteed as described. Bidders have a fourteen day return privilege on any item. Please note that 

due to space constraints all detracting marks may not be given but all lots are BU unless otherwise stated. Many of the images 

are smaller than that of the actual reproductions and a few are larger. 

10. We will accept bids below the stated minimum bid but are obligated to sell only those which receive minimum or higher 

bids. The auctioneer reserves the right to reject any bids. 

Ei, You may call at any time between now and the closing as stated in rule number 3 to check on and/or increase your bids. We 

encourage you to do so. However, if you are told the current bid you must top the highest current bid by a minimum of 10%. Just ask 

for Mike. You may email at any time until the close of the sale to inquire on bids and to increase your own. 

ex Unlike Auction 1, these lots are mostly ramdom in order except for three groups: some donated and special consignment lots 

(located at the back), some of the errors and the toned coins. 

If you still have questions feel free to write, email or call Mike as specified in rules 1-3. 

BENEFIT AUCTION NUMBER 2 

(Be sure to check the auction out in color at www.gallerymintmuseum.org !) 

Lot#001: Embossed silver manufacturer’s label for Rocky Mountain High Wheels 

of Colorado Springs, Colorado; manufacturers of old fashion, high wheel, bicycles. Design 

and engraving by Ron Landis. MB: $25.00 

Lot#002: A uniface medal created in 1990 by Ron Landis for the “I Tex Band” 

of Austin, Texas. Ron’s customary trademark along with the date appear on the 

otherwise uniface back. MB: $15.00 

Lot#003: One of the rarest of the Doe Dough Doe Brothers cents! This one is a 

brass piedfort! (Double thickness). MB: $10.00 



Lot#004: Brass Royal Mint unicorn obverse with cross reverse. Most Royal mint brass 
medals are polished as was customary with early coinage. However, this one has not 

been and it is toning nice shades of blue and purple. MB: $5.00 

Lot#005: Copper “Last Chance Forever” of San Antonio, Texas medal made for wearing 
around the neck. There are other “Last Chance Forever’ medals that are more common 
and made from brass and copper but few were made to be worn. MB: $20.00 

Lot#006: One troy ounce of .999 fine silver Renaissance limited edition medal. This 

medal is a rare die pairing of two popular Royal Mint designs and has a lettered and 

numbered edge. This piece is number 56 of 300. MB: $40.00 

Lot#007: One troy ounce of .999 fine silver Renaissance limited edition medal. This 

medal is a rare die pairing of two popular Royal Mint designs and has a lettered and 

numbered edge. This piece 1s number 6. MB: $40.00 

Lot#008: One troy ounce of .999 fine silver Renaissance limited edition medal. 

This medal is a rare die pairing of two popular Royal Mint designs and has a 

lettered and numbered edge. This piece 1s number 5 of 300. MB: $40.00 

Lot#009: One troy ounce of .999 fine silver Renaissance limited edition medal. 

This medal is a rare die pairing of two popular Royal Mint designs and has a 

lettered and numbered edge. This piece is number 6 of 300. MB: $40.00 

Lot#010: One troy ounce of .999 fine silver Renaissance limited edition medal. 

This medal is a rare die pairing of two popular Royal Mint designs and has a 

lettered and numbered edge. This piece is number 7 of 300. MB: $40.00 

Lot#011: One troy ounce of .999 fine silver Renaissance limited edition medal. This 

medal is a rare die pairing of two popular Royal Mint designs and has a lettered and 

numbered edge. This piece is number 13 of 300. MB: $40.00 

Lot#012: Brass award medal for employees of the North Loop Center of UPS on 
November 2, 1992 commemorating 10,000 safe workdays! RARE! MB: $25.00 



Lot#013: Copper Eureka Springs, Arkansas medallion. Depicted are multitudes 

of the sites and sounds of Eureka Springs including a trolley, Victorian architec- 

ture, a guitar and the Christ of the Ozarks statue. Awesome! MB: $30.00 

Lot#014: The very rare and infamous Roscoe’s Music Store “Dough Doe.” One 

of three tokens known as “Dough Doe” and one of the first items created under 

the Gallery Mint Museum banner. Most were distributed outside of the numis- 

matic community and struck over a struck Lincoln cent. MB: $10.00 

Lot#015: A rare, half ounce 500 year commemorative for the Segovia, Spain 

mint now known as the Museum of Money. These were struck in very limited 

quantities in 1992 for distribution in Spain! MB: $50.00 

Lot#016: 1993 Annual medal struck in one and a half troy ounces of .999 fine 

silver. This one has an incredible lettered edge that reads, “One and fi Troy 

Ounces of .999 Fine Silver Struck at Eureka Springs, Arkansas” and is numbered 

as 101. MB: $50.00 

Lot#017: 50th Anniversary of the Delta Upsilon Fraternity at Bradley University 

on one troy ounce of .999 fine silver. Commissioned by Ron Landis’ father and 

very rare! This one has and incused lettered edge. MB: $40.00 

Lot#018: 50th Anniversary reunion for sailors aboard the USS Daniel T. Griffin 

(DE-54) (DE = Destroyer Escort and now known as a Fast Frigate) in 1943. 

Struck on one troy ounce of .999 fine silver with a reeded edge. Exceptionally 

rare and issued outside of the numismatic community. MB: $45.00 

Lot#019: 1793 uncirculated Chain Cent reproduction with copy stamp on 

reverse. There is one tiny spot on Liberty's jaw. Copy stamp on reverse. 

MB: $125.00 

Lot#020: 1997 American Numismatic Society (ANS) mini-mint token struck in 

pewter for the Coinage of the Americas Conference celebrating the metals in 

America topic. Exceedingly rare! MB: $30.00 

Lot#021: Uncirculated 1788 New Jersey Copper reproduction with copy stamp 

on the reverse. MB: $20.00 



Lot#022: Proof Fugio reproduction with copy stamp on the reverse and numbered 
421. MB: $50.00 

Lot#023: Uncirculated 1793 Half cent reproduction with copy stamp on obverse. 
MB: $30.00 

Lot#024: Uncirculated 1793 Half cent reproduction with copy stamp on reverse. 
MB: $40.00 

Lot#025: Uncirculated 1793 Chain cent reproduction with copy stamp on obverse. 

MB: $125.00 

Lot#026:1793 Wreat cent reproduction. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $35.00 

Lot#027: Proof 1793 Chain cent reproduction with copy stamp on reverse. A real 

gem! MB: $150.00 

Lot#028: Proof 1793 Liberty Cap cent reproduction with copy stamp on obverse. 

MB: $75.00 

Lot#029: An Indian Head pewter mini-mint obverse with the stock mini-mint visi- ¢ 

tor token struck on an oversize and reeded pewter planchet. MB: $8.00 

Lot#030: Uncirculated 1793 Liberty Cap (style 1 with big head) cent reproduction : 
with copy stamp on reverse. MB: $35.00 



Lot#031: Uncirculated 1793 Liberty Cap (style 2 with smaller head) cent repro 

duction with copy stamp on obverse. MB: $30.00 

Lot#032: Uncirculated 1793 Liberty Cap (style 2 with smaller head) cent repro 

duction with copy stamp on reverse. MB: $35.00 

Lot#033: Uncirculated 1793 reproduction year set. Included are two each of the 

following; one with copy stamp on obverse and one with copy stamp on reverse: 

Half cent, Chain cent, Liberty Cap (style 2 with small head) and the Wreath cent. 

If | could sell you this set the price would be $460 or more. MB: $300.00 

Lot#034: Proof 1794 Half dime reproduction with copy stamp on obverse. These 

were not available as singles. MB: $40.00 

Lot#035: Proof 1795 Half Eagle reproduction with copy stamp on reverse. This 

may very well be the last opportunity to acquire one of these rare and beautiful 

reproductions! Mintage was only 200 pieces! MB: $600.00 

Lot#036: Proof 1796 Half cent reproduction with copy stamp on reverse. 

MB: $40.00 

Lot#037: Proof 1796 Liberty Cap cent reproduction with copy stamp on obverse. 

Numbered 684. MB: $45.00 

Lot#038: Proof 1796 Draped Bust cent reproduction with copy stamp on reverse. 

There are two of these so the two highest bidders will win them. The high bidder 

will receive the nicest one. Numbered 793 and 761. If you want to bid for both, 

send two bids. MB: $50.00 

Lot#039: Proof 1796 Bust dime reproduction with copy stamp on the obverse. 

Again, there are two of these so the two highest bidders will receive one. The 

high bidder will receive the nicest one. Numbered 789 and 791. If you want to 

bid for both, send two bids. MB: $50.00 



Lot#040: Proof 1796 (15 Star) Bust half dollar reproduction with copy stamp on 

obverse. Again, there are tow these so the two highest bidders will receive one. 

The high bidder will receive the nicest one. Numbered 675 and 767. If you want to 
bid for two send two bids. MB: $60.00 

Lot#041: Proof 1796 (16 Star) Bust half dollar reproduction with copy stamp on 

obverse. Numbered 626. MB: $60.00 

Lot#042: Proof 1796 (16 Star) Bust half dollar reproduction with copy stamp on 

reverse. Numbered 666. If you are not superstitious you may be able to obtain this 

one for less than you expect! MB: $75.00 

Lot#044: 1787 Fugio cent reproduction. Copy stamp on obverse. MB: $15.00 

Lot#045: 1787 Fugio cent reproduction. Very nice on obverse! Copy stamp on 

reverse. MB: $18.00 

Lot#046: 1792 Silver Center cent reproduction. Beautiful natural toning. From 

light to dark and looks like a bullseye with the whole color spectrum! Copy stamp 

on reverse. MB: $28.00 

Lot#047: 1793 Liberty Cap (style 2 with smaller head) reproduction. Nice, even 

brown toning on obverse and reverse. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $50.00 



Lot#048: 1794 Half cent reproduction. Pretty, uniform toning on obverse and 

reverse. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $18.00 

Lot#049: 1794 Half cent reproduction. Positively superb, even brown toning on 

obverse and reverse. Stunning! Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $25.00 

Lot#050: 1794 Half cent reproduction. Even, colorful toning on obverse and reverse. 

Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $18.00 

Lot#051: 1794 Half cent reproduction. Heavy red to purple on obverse. Copy stamp 

on obverse. MB: $15.00 

Lot#052: “Somewhere over the rainbow...” 1794 Half cent reproduction with 

incredible rainbow colored toning on the obverse and reverse heavy on the 

green! There aresome spots on the reverse. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $17.00 

Lot#053: Ditto the above but no spots on reverse and just one on obverse. Totally 

awesome reproduction! Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $18.00 

Lot#054: 1794 Starred reverse large cent reproduction. Exhibits rainbow colors with 

a lot of green. This green on these toned coins is fabulous! Copy stamp on reverse. 

MB: $20.00 

Lot#055: 1794 Starred reverse large cent reproduction. Very nice, even brown 

toning like Lot#049. Would look fantastic in a regular, high grade Large cent set. 

Copy stamp on obverse. MB: $25.00 

Lot#056: 1794 Starred reverse large cent reproduction. Looks like a hologram when 

changing colors as you tilt it back and forth! Positively superb! Copy stamp on 

obverse. MB: $22.00 



Lot#057: 1794 Starred reverse large cent reproduction with red to orange to beige to 
red toning. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $18.00 

Lot#058: 1794 Starred reverse large cent reproduction. Copy stamp on reverse. 

MB: $18.00 

Lot#059: 1794 Starred reverse large cent reproduction. Consistent brown artificial 

toning on obverse and reverse. There are fingerprints on obverse. Copy stamp on 
reverse. MB: $15.00 

Lot#060: 1794 Starred reverse large cent reproduction. Nice, light copper (or beige) 

toning on obverse. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $18.00 

Lot#061: 1794 Starred reverse large cent reproduction. Similar to above. Copy stamp 

on reverse. MB: $18.00 

Lot#062: 1796 Proof half cent reproduction. Most of the toning is on the obverse. 

Proof number 656. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $50.00 

Lot#063: 1796 w/Pole half cent reproduction with nice rainbow toning mostly on 

reverse. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $18.00 

Lot#064: 1796 Draped Bust proof large cent reproduction with really cool toning. 

The figure of Liberty is toned in sharp contrast to the rest of the coin! Talk about a 

fascinating cameo! Proof number 707. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $60.00 

Lot#065: 1796 Draped Bust large cent reproduction. Gorgeous colors and holographic 

toning on reverse. Copy stamp on obverse well hidden in lower hair curls on obverse. 

MB: $16.00 



Lot#066: 1796 Draped Bust large cent reproduction with fantastic, even brown 

toning. Another that would fit in a nice genuine set. Copy stamp on obverse. 

MB: $20.00 

Lot#067: 1796 Draped Bust large cent reproduction with consistent toning on 

obverse and reverse. May be artificial toning, especially on the reverse where the 

color is pinkish brown. Luster is still very strong regardless. Copy stamp on obverse. 

MB: $15.00 

Lot#068: 1796 Draped Bust large cent with “Bull’s eye/rainbow” toning on obverse. 

Pretty! Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $20.00 

Lot#069: 1796 Draped Bust large cent with gorgeous toning, especially on the 

reverse where rainbow colors really shine! Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $18.00 

Lot#070: 1796 Draped Bust large cent reproduction with an even, very dark brown 

toning. Might be artificial toning but it is very nice. Copy stamp on reverse. 

MB: $17.00 

Lot#071: 1796 Draped Bust large cent reproduction with colorful toning. Copy 

stamp on reverse. MB: $18.00 

Lot#072: 1799 Draped Bust large cent reproduction with orange to deep red to 

purple toning. Copy stamp on obverse. MB: $15.00 

Lot#073: 1799 Draped Bust large cent reproduction with nice toning. Copy stamp 

on reverse. MB: $18.00 

Lot#074: 1799 Draped Bust large cent reproduction with nice, varied color toning 

especially on the reverse. Very nice! Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $18.00 



Lot#075: 1799 Draped Bust large cent reproduction with plenty of toning. Copy 
stamp on reverse. MB: $18.00 

Lot#076: 1799 Draped Bust large cent reproduction with plenty of red to purple ton- 
ing. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $18.00 

Lot#077: 1799 Draped Bust large cent reproduction with plenty of red to purple ton- 

ing. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $18.00 

Lot#078: 1799 Draped Bust large cent reproduction with plenty of varied toning. This 

and the above three are all rather nice. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $18.00 

Lot#079: 1804 Proof dollar reproduction with consistent gold to light green toning. 

Has rim cuds at K-9:00 on obverse. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $60.00 

Lot#080: 1804 Proof dollar reproduction with consistent gold toning on obverse with 

deep gold and green toning on reverse. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $60.00 

Lot#081: 1804 Proof dollar reproduction similar to that above but has the rim cuds 

described in Lot#079. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $60.00 

ERROR COINS 

Lot#082: 2000 FUN Show token struck on an already struck copper plated zinc 

Lincoln cent. We do not strike anything but pewter on the mini-mint any longer! 

MB: $15.00 

Lot#083: 1972-D Lincoln High School, Denver, Colorado double struck in collar. 

MB: $25.00 



Lot#084: 2003 “Once Upon a Dime” for the Newark, NJ museum exhibit trial struck 

on a clipped pewter planchet. MB: $10.00 

Lot#085: March 23, 2000 Copper Large cent size medal struck on the U. S. Mint’s 

first steam press with cuds and die cracks on obverse and reverse. MB: $22.00 

Lot#086: March 23, 2000 Copper Large cent size medal struck off-center on the 

U.S. Mint’s first steam press. MB: $25.00 

Lot#087: Mated pair of March 23, 2000 Copper Large cent size medals struck on the 

U.S. Mint’s first steam press. First there was a partial collar strike. Then there was 

an off-center strike on the second over the first that created a partial brockage on 

the first strike and a uniface double strike on the second. Both have die breaks and cuds. 

Both were part of one of the big “train wrecks” that took place on the first day of use in 

Philadelphia in 2000. Joe Rust of the Gallery Mint Museum refurbished the press. 

MB: $75.00 

Lot#088: 1836 Coronet Large cent reproduction obverse with the ANA 109th ANA 

Money Show in Philadelphia reverse. This one is a genuine clipped planchet. 

MB: $20.00 

Lot#089: 1836 Coronet Large cent reproduction obverse with the ANA 109th ANA 

Money Show in Philadelphia reverse. This one is a genuine clipped planchet. 

MB: $20.00 

Lot#090: 2005 GMM “Elect Brian Fanton ANA Board” token in copper. 

Approximately 20 of these were made and distributed mostly in St. Louis at the 

2005 CSNS show. With this being a figure involved in one of the most controversial 

elections in ANA history don’t let it go! MB: $10.00 

Lot#091: 1787 Fugio cent reproduction genuinely double struck on 2/22/99. Nice! 

Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $25.00 



Lot#092: 1787 Fugio cent reproduction struck off center. Really cool! Copy stamp on 
reverse. MB: $25.00 

Lot#093: 1787 Fugio cent reproduction double struck and nice natural toning. Copy 

stamp on reverse. MB: $25.00 

Lot#094: 1787 Fugio cent reproduction struck extra hard causing a significantly larger &S eI : 

diameter than most. A real error. Copy stamp on the reverse. MB: $15.00 

Lot#095: 1787 Fugio cent reproduction with a straight clip at K-5:30. Copy stamp on 

obverse. A real error. MB: $18.00 

Lot#096: 1792 Silver Center cent pattern reproduction with a clipped planchet and 

nice toning around the periphery. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $30.00 

Lot#097: 1792 Silver Center cent pattern reproduction with the silver intended for the 

cent struck into the coin to the right of the hole! Toning nicely too! A really cool and 

rare error type! Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $50.00 

Lot#098: 1792 Birch cent reproduction with a nice curved clip. As is the case with 

most errors in this section, this is a true error struck on March 8, 2004. True clips of 

this size are very rare at the Gallery Mint. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $28.00 

Lot#099: 1793 Uncirculated Chain Cent reproduction with a genuine clip! How this 

reproduction got into our auction lots I do not know. It appears to have been cleaned at 

some time. It is still full red and I doubt most people would even notice it has been 

cleaned. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $130.00 

Lot#100: 1793 Liberty Cap (Big head style 1) cent reproduction with a curved clip at 

K-10:30. A genuine error. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $40.00 



Lot#101: 1793 Liberty Cap (Big head style 1) cent reproduction with a straight clip 

at K-1:00. A genuine error. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $40.00 

Lot#102: 1793 Liberty Cap (Small head style 2) cent reproduction with a clip at K- 

11:30. A genuine error. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $40.00 

Lot#103: 1793 Liberty Cap (Small head style 2) cent reproduction with a clip at K- 

3:30. A genuine error. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $40.00 

Lot#104: 1793 Liberty Cap (Small head style 2) cent reproduction with a nice clip at 

K-2:30. Toning to a deeper red. A true error. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $40.00 

Lot#105: 1793 Liberty Cap (Small head style 2) cent reproduction with a curved 

clip at K-1:00. A true error. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $40.00 

Lot#106: 1793 Liberty Cap (Small head style 2) cent reproduction on an improper 

alloy mix and laminated planchet. This is a good piece to explain improper alloy 

mixes and laminations. Lots of yellow (brass)! Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $45.00 

Lot#107: A pair of 1793 Liberty Cap (Small head style 2) cent reproductions with 

lots of errors! The best I can tell is the planchets may have been intended for half 

cents as they are definitely light in weight and struck with a multiple strike coin 

sandwiched between them causing brockages and counter brockages. We don’t 

know where the middle piece is. This one was struck on 10/8/97 by Adam 

Hardcastle and Sonny Carpenter. Copy stamps all over. MB: $50.00 

Lot#108: 1793 Wreath cent reproduction double struck with significant rotation 

between strikes. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $45.00 



Lot#109: 1793 Wreath cent reproduction struck with a decent misalignment of the 
dies. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $40.00 

Lot#110: 1794 Half cent reproduction struck off-center. Copy stamp on reverse. 

MB: $20.00 

Lot#111: 1794 Half cent reproduction double struck. First strike was normal and sec- 

ond strike was off-center. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $25.00 

Lot#112: 1794 Starred Reverse large cent reproduction struck off-center. Also nearly 

silver toning on the obverse and darker toning on the reverse. Copy stamp on reverse. 

MB: $24.00 

Lot#113: 1794 Starred Reverse large cent reproduction double struck on obverse! 

Very little if any evidence on reverse with significant rotation between strikes on the 

obverse. Copy stamped twice on reverse. MB: $25.00 

Lot#114: 1794 Starred Reverse large cent reproduction with a nice curved clip at 

K-6:00. A real error. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $22.00 

Lot#115: 1794 Starred reverse large cent reproduction struck off center. Nice! Copy 

stamp on the reverse. MB: $25.00 

Lot#116: 1794 Starred reverse large cent reproduction paired with a 1793 Liberty Cap As rw 

reverse die. A nice and real mule. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $50.00 
= 
pre. 

Lot#117: Ditto the above except this one is copy stamped on the obverse. MB: $45.00 



Lot#118: 1794 Starred reverse large cent reproduction paired with a 1796 Draped 

Bust reverse die. A nice and real mule. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $45.00 

Lot#119: 1796 Proof Half cent reproduction trial strike. The pressure was too great 

so this has a significantly larger diameter than the rest. Copy stamp on reverse. 

MB: $50.00 

Lot#120: 1796 Draped Bust cent reproduction double strike. First strike had a 

normal obverse but a brockaged reverse. Then it received a normal strike obverse 

and reverse. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $25.00 

Lot#121: 1796 Liberty Cap large cent reproduction paired with a 1794 Starred 

reverse die. A natural and really cool mule! Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $45.00 

Lot#122: 1799 Draped Bust large cent reproduction paired with a 1796 reverse. A 

natural mule. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $45.00 

Lot#123: 1799 Draped Bust large cent reproduction with multiple errors. First, it 1s 

muled with a 1796 reverse die. Second, it is double struck. Third, the reverse die 

was caked in grease. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $50.00 

Lot#124: No Date (1794) Half cent reproduction struck off-center. Copy stamp on 

reverse. MB: $22.00 

Lot#125: No Date (1796) Draped Bust Large cent reproduction double strike. First 

strike is normal and second strike is off-center. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $22.00 

Lot#126: Johnson County Numismatic Society Mini-mint token cold struck with a 

hammer on a pewter button. Though kind of ugly and not struck the way it should 

be, it is still the only one of these I have ever seen! MB: $15.00 



Lot#127: Silver 2000 ANA Convention in Philadelphia Hand Hammered coinage. 
Double struck on obverse. MB: $35.00 

Lot#128: Silver Community First Bank of Eureka Springs mini-mint die trial. Very 
nice and one of our rarest! MB: $25.00 

Lot#129: 1792 Pattern Disme reproduction double struck. First strike is centered and 

second strike is off-center. A genuine error that comes with an insert signed by 

Timothy Grat, chief coiner at the Gallery Mint Museum. This is a very rare genuine 

error. Copy stamp on obverse. MB: $50.00 

Lot#130: 1794 Half dime reproduction struck with strong clashed dies. A rare and 

potentially very costly error. About 20 were struck after the dies clashed. Copy stamp | 

on reverse. MB: $25.00 

Lot#131: 1794 Half dollar reproduction double struck. First strike is normal and 

second strike is off-center. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $45.00 

Lot#132: 1796 Quarter reproduction mated pair of errors. The “clean” (meaning 

sharp) reverse with a mushy obverse is double struck. The piece that is a sharply 

struck obverse with a brockaged obverse on the reverse is struck only once. Very 

nice mated pair! Copy stamps are on the clean obverse and reverse. MB: $65.00 

Lot#133: 1796 Half dollar (15 stars) reproduction double struck. First strike normal 

and second strike off-center. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $50.00 

Lot#134: 1796 Half dollar (15 stars) reproduction struck in medal alignment or, with 

a 180 degree rotation, same thing. Very rare genuine error type from the Gallery Mint. F ; 

Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $50.00 bx & 
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Lot#135: Proof 1796 Half dollar (16 stars) reproduction struck with way too much 

pressure. The diameter is huge and the coin is obviously out of round as a result. Proof 4 

number 667. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $70.00 



Lot#136: 1796 Bust silver dollar reproduction double struck with some rotation 

between strikes and struck through a piece of scrap! Struck piece of scrap is 

detached but included! Rare and really cool! Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $75.00 

Lot#137: 1804 Bust silver dollar (business strike) reproduction double struck. First 

strike normal and second strike off-center. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $75.00 

Lot#138: 1804 Bust silver dollar (business strike) reproduction struck off-center. 

Very nice! Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $75.00 

Lot#139: 1804 Bust silver dollar (business strike) reproduction double strike. First 

strike normal and second strike off-center. SWEET! Think about how much this 

would cost if it were genuine! A very powerful fantasy strike! Copy stamp on 

reverse. MB: $75.00 

Lot#140: March 23, 2000 silver First screw press multiple, genuine error. Struck no 

less than 4 times. Struck in Philadelphia on the first U. S. Mint screw press. First 

strike appears to be broadstrike with the others being off-center. Nice toning is 

evolving also. This piece is another involved in a massive “train wreck” that could 

have ruined the press! MB: $150.00 

Lot#141: March 23, 2000 silver First screw press multiple, genuine error. Double struck 

with first strike off-center and second strike with another planchet partially overlapping the 

first coin making a great mated pair; one being an off-center double strike with a uniface 

indent and second an off-center strike with a difficult to discern partial brockage. Only the 

dentils show at the tip of the partial brockage. SUPER, GENUINE and struck on the first 

U. S. Mint screw press! AWESOME! MB: $175.00 

Lot#142: 1995 Brass Concept error strike. This one 1s either struck on too large a 

planchet or struck with way too much pressure as it is significantly larger in 

diameter. MB: $80.00 

Lot#143: 1995 Brass Concept. The original and highly desirable Concept. 

MB: $75.00 

Lot#144: 2000 Lady Liberty Head Concept. The most rare and arguably best 

looking of them all! This may well be your last opportunity to obtain one of these 

very rare concepts. MB: $350.00 



Lot#145: Elongated 1786 New Jersey reproduction (very scarce in its own right) with 
the “Peace through Coinage 2000” elongate dies commissioned by Ken Bressett. Very 
interesting and nice and rare elongate! MB: $25.00 

Lot#146: Elongated 1996 Denver ANA mini-mint token (scarce in its own right) with 4 

the “Peace through Coinage 2000” elongate dies commissioned by Ken Bressett. Nice [t= 

and rare elongate! MB: $15.00 Ree 

Lot#147: Silver Peace 2000 medalet commissioned by Ken Bresset. Most of these 

were round, not meant to be hung around the neck and made of brass. This one is a 

very rare version of this little known of rarity. MB: $30.00 

Lot#148: 1787 Fugio cent reproduction struck off-center on a straight clipped 

planchet. Copy stamp on obverse. MB: $30.00 

Lot#149: 1787 Fugio cent reproduction triple struck. First strike centered with second 

and third strikes off-center. Copy stamp on obverse. MB: $35.00 

Lot#150: 1788 New Jersey reproduction struck on a half cent planchet (including the 

lettered edge) and counter stamped several times with a monogram punch for Clark anc 

Williams (woodworkers who once set up shop at the Gallery Mint). The punch was 

engraved by Ron Landis. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $45.00 

Lot#151: 1788 New Jersey reproduction struck on a silver planchet! Awesome! 

Copystamp on reverse. MB: $50.00 

Lot#152: 1794 Half cent reproduction with a flip-over double strike. Has a light fin- 

gerprint on one side. Copy stamp on the fingerprinted side. MB: $22.00 

Lot#153: Up the ladder! 1794 half cent reproduction triple struck and showing 3 full 

dates! Looks like rungs on a ladder! Really cool! Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $35.00 



Lot#154: 1796 Proof half cent reproduction trial strike on silver! Mouthwatering 

delicious! Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $75.00 

Lot#155: 1796 Without Pole Half cent die trial of first obverse die that was 

discarded because a cud occurred while creating the intended die crack. In other 

words, we ended up discarding the first obverse die because of the cud, not the die 

crack. We then tesed the die to see how it would hold up before engraving a new die. 

Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $35.00 

Lot#156: 1796 With Pole half cent struck on a lettered edge large cent planchet. 

Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $25.00 

Lot#157: 1796 With Pole half cent struck on a letter edge, copper, dollar size 

planchet! Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $35.00 

Lot#158: 1793 Chain cent double struck on a large cent blank (nothing on edge and 

has not been through the upset mill). There was a shift between the dies for the sec 

ond strike. This piece is still uncirculated but it has a fair amount of brown. Nice 

item! Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $150.00 

Lot#159: 1793 Chain cent reproduction flip-over double strike proof on business 

strike with second strike being off-center. One of the coolest items in the auction to 

me! (Mike) Copy stamp on side with most dominant reverse image. MB: $250.00 

Lot#160: No Date (1793 we know from Liberty's portrait) Liberty Cap Large Cent 

reproduction struck on an undersized planchet; probably one for a Half Cent. Nice! 

Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $60.00 

Lot#161: 1793 Large Cent (Smaller Head Style 2) reproduction struck on a silver 

planchet. Very, very nice! Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $80.00 

Lot#162: Piece of copper blank strip struck with both varieties of the 1796 Half cent 

and one of the Gallery Mint seals. Really cool! MB: $35.00 



Lot#163: No Date (1793 we know from the reverse) Liberty Cap Large Cent repro- 
duction with a first strike full brockage and die struck on the other. Copy stamp on 
brockaged side. MB: $35.00 

Lot#164: 1794 Starred Reverse Liberty Cap large cent reproduction that has a flip 
over double strike and the first strike appears to have been brockaged as well. Very 

interesting and nice! Copy stamp on the most dominant reverse. MB: $25.00 

Lot#165: 1794 Starred Reverse Liberty Cap large cent reproduction struck on a brass 

planchet. Nice. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $35.00 

Lot#166: 1794 Starred Reverse Liberty Cap large cent reproduction struck on a silver 

planchet! Very nice! Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $50.00 

Lot#167: 1796 Liberty Cap large cent reproduction with sizable curved clip and a 

nicely toned obverse. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $25.00 

Lot#168: 1796 Draped Bust large cent reproduction struck off center. Proof like 

obverse. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $25.00 

Lot#169: Ditto the above but not as proof like. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $22.00 & a 

Lot#170: 1796 Draped Bust large cent reproduction struck off-center on a blank (not a 

planchet) with a straight clip! Very interesting. Copy Stamp on the reverse. 

MB: $35.00 

Lot#171: 1796 Liberty Cap large cent reproduction that is double struck and indented with a 

half cent. The first strike was normal. The second strike was a little off center and a curved 

clipped half cent planchet was indented. Comes with the curved clip piece also! It has a 

brockage on the reverse as well! Way cool piece! Copy stamp on the obverse of both pieces. 

MB: $50.00 



Lot#172: 1796 Draped Bust large cent reproduction fold-over strike! Really nice and 

rare from anyone, us included! Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $60.00 

Lot#173: 1796 Liberty Cap large cent reproduction on a brass planchet. There are a 

number of tiny black spots mostly on the obverse. Still nice though. Copy stamp on 

obverse. MB: $30.00 

Lot#174: Ditto the above minus most of the tiny spots. Nicer than above. Copy 

stamp on obverse. MB: $35.00 

Lot#175: 1796 Draped Bust large cent reproduction struck on a silver planchet. Has 

a spot in the field in front of Liberty’s neck but a very nice piece! This coin just 

looks good in silver! Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $40.00 

Lot#176: Proof trial strike of a 1796 Draped Bust large cent reproduction on a silver 

planchet. Obverse is a cameo. Very nice! Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $80.00 

Lot#177: 1796 Liberty Cap large cent reproduction struck on a silver planchet. No 

detracting marks. Copy stamp on reverse. Beautiful! MB: $40.00 

Lot#178: Proof trial strike of a 1796 Liberty Cap large cent reproduction on a silver 

planchet. Obverse is a cameo. Very nice! Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $80.00 

Lot#179: 19/79/98/0 Liberty Cap large cent reproduction clearly illustrating what an 

overdate of the 19th and 18th century looks like. Less than 50 struck. My favorite 

variety from the Gallery Mint. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $50.00 

Lot#180: 1799 Draped Bust large cent reproduction trial strike. Very light strike so 

image runs off the coin as it is only the width of a planchet as it was not a strong 

enough strike to “smoosh” the coin out. The back of Liberty’s neck is rough as there 

was no care taken when the copy stamp was applied on the reverse. This piece pretty 

much proves that a trial strike is not necessarily stronger in the center with no 

images around the edge. Especially on the reverse. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $25 



Lot#181: 1799 Draped Bust large cent reproduction flip-over double struck. First 

strike normal, second strike off center. Nice. Copy stamped on side most dominating 

the obverse. MB: $25.00 

and second strike off center. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $45.00 

Lot#182: 1792 Half Dsime reproduction with a nice double strike. First strike normal £ gS 
- toh 

Lot#183: 1794 Half Dime reproduction encased in a 30 cent copper trade token from 

the Gallery Mint. This is the only one of these I have ever seen. That does not mean 

they aren't out there but one would think I would know more about them! Copy stamp 

on reverse of half dime. MB: $50.00 

Lot#184: 1794 Half Dime reproduction with a large curved clip. Copy stamp on 

reverse. MB: $30.00 

Lot#185: Ditto the above only clip is even larger on this one. Really nice! Copy 

stamp on reverse. MB: $30.00 

Lot#186: 1794 Half Dime reproduction with a ragged clip. Rare, even for us! Copy 

stamp on reverse. MB: $30.00 

clip. Nice multiple error! Copy stamp on obverse. MB: $30.00 

Lot#188: 1794 Half Dime reproduction triple struck with the clashed dies! Very busy 

multiple error! It is triple struck with the first strike slightly off-center, the second 

strike more like what would be normal and the third strike significantly off center. 

Nice! Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $45.00 

Lot#189: 1794 Half Dime reproduction struck off-center with the clashed dies. The 

clash is even stronger on this one! Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $35.00 



Lot#190: 1796 Half Dime reproduction with a very nice ragged clip planchet. Copy 
stamp on reverse. MB: $30.00 

Lot#191: 1796 Half Dime reproduction with a curved clip. Sweet little coin! Copy 

stamp on reverse. MB: $30.00 

Lot#192: 1796 Half Dime reproduction struck on a double curved clip planchet. 

Copy stamp on obverse. MB: $35.00 

Lot#193: 1796 Half Dime reproduction struck on a piece of scrap; most likely the 

end of the metal strip. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $30.00 

Lot#194: 1792 Disme reproduction struck off-center. Nice. Copy stamp on reverse. 

MB: $45.00 

Lot#195: 1796 Dime reproduction with two curved clips. Copy stamp on reverse. 

MB: $38.00 

Lot#196: 1796 Dime reproduction flip-over double strike (at least!) with one being 

brockaged. There is a date on both sides. Very busy and wild! Copy stamp on most 

busy side where one copy stamp appears to be counterbrockaged! You figure it all 

out! MB: $50.00 

Lot#197: 1796 Dime reproduction lightly struck on a planchet with two small 

curved clips. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $35.00 

Lot#198: 1792 Pattern Quarter reproduction with a very nice curved clip. Sweet! 

Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $40.00 

Lot #199: 1792 Pattern Quarter reproduction struck on a planchet from the end of a 

planchet strip. AKA ragged clip. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $45.00 



Lot#200: 1796 quarter reproduction struck off-center on a planchet that is very likely 
a set up piece. Copy stamp on the no details portion of the obverse. On the other side 
of that one can clearly read “Liberty” but, only with the naked eye! A rather interest- 
ing an cool piece! MB: $50.00 

Lot#201: 1796 quarter reproduction struck significantly off-center. Copy stamp on 

unstruck portion of the obverse. MB: $45.00 

Lot#202: 1796 quarter reproduction with a large curved clip. Nice. Copy stamp on 

reverse. MB: $40.00 

Lot#203: Another 1796 quarter reproduction with a large curved clip. Copy stamp on 

reverse. MB: $40.00 

Lot#204: 1796 quarter reproduction flip-over double strike. Dated on both sides. 

Copy stamp on second reverse. MB: $45.00 

Lot#205: Another 1796 quarter reproduction flip-over double strike. First strike well 

centered and second strike off-center. Copy stamp second reverse. MB: $45.00 

Lot#206: 1796 15-star obverse half dollar used to make a brockage. Copy stamp on 

reverse. MB: $45.00 

Lot#207: 1796 15-Star over 16-star double struck half dollar reproduction. Copy 

stamp on reverse. Really great coin. MB: $50.00 

Lot#208: 1796 16-star Half dollar reproduction flip-over double strike. Dated on each 

side. Copy stamp on most dominant reverse strike. MB: $50.00 



Lot#209: 1796 16-star Half dollar reproduction struck off-center. Nice. Copy stamp 

on reverse. MB: $50.00 

Lot#210: A 1796 15-Star over 16-star double struck half dollar reproduction! 

Copy stamp on reverse. Really great coin. MB: $60.00 

Lot#211: 1794 Half Dollar reproduction double struck. First strike well centered and 

second strike rotated 180 degrees and struck off-center. Nice coin. Copy stamp on 

reverse. MB: $55.00 

Lot#212: 1794 Half Dollar reproduction flip-over double strike. Nice. Copy stamp 

on second reverse. MB: $50.00 

Lot#213: Another real busy coin. 1794 half dollar reproduction with a normal, albeit 

a wide, obverse. Wide because it was used to create a brockage and has a brockage. 

Have fun identifying all that went wrong here! Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $50.00 

Lot#214: Another ladder coin! This is a 1794 Draped Bust dollar reproduction that 

has been struck 3 times; the first normal and the other two incrementally off-center. 

Really nice! Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $99.00 

Lot#215: No Date (an 1804 as can be told from the reverse) Draped Bust dollar 

reproduction struck almost 50% off-center. Nice! Copy stamp on reverse. 

MB: $75.00 

Lot#216: 1804 Draped Bust dollar reproduction flip-over double strike. First strike 

is normal while second strike is way off-center. Strong date on each side. Copy 

stamp on the dominant reverse. MB: $80.00 

Lot#217: No Date. A Ron Landis practice engraving on a large cent for the reverse 

of same. MB: $25.00 



Lot#218: No Date. More Ron Landis practice engraving. MB: $30.00 

Lot#219: No Date. A trial strike of our standard “I Visited the Gallery Mint Museum” 

mini-mint reverse on a clipped large cent planchet and brockaged on one side. 

MB: $30.00 

Lot#220: Trial strike on a reproduction half cent planchet of the 65th Annual Coin 

Show of Milwaukee. These were struck in pewter on the mini-mint. Rare and nice. 

MB: $25.00 

Lot#221: Same mini-mint token trial strike also on a half cent planchet but a flip-over 

double strike. First strike normal and second strike off-center. MB: $30.00 

Lot#222: 2000 Philadelphia Hammered Coinage, ANA Philadelphia, token trial cold 

strike on a large cent planchet. This is a huge no-no here! You are not likely to ever 

see something like this from us again! MB: $25.00 

Lot#223: 1972-D (actually struck in 2002) Large cent size medal struck for and 

distributed at Ron Landis’ 30th Anniversary High School Reunion for Abraham 

Lincoln High School in Denver, Colorado. This one has Ron’s initials counter 

stamped into the reverse between the wheat stalk ends. Most do not. MB: $30.00 

Lot#224: 1786 New Jersey Copper reproduction on the obverse with the very rare 

700th Meeting of the NJ Numismatic Society in April 1996. The reverse has some 

spots on it but don't let that stop you from purchasing this rare item. MB: $80.00 

Lot#225: The Leather Rose “Doe Dough” is hard enough to find in copper. Well, how f 

about one is silver? This probably your only chance to obtain this silver one! 

MB: $30.00 

Lot#226: As if the above lot was not enough for our token collectors (and the Doe 

Dough series consisting of 3 different tokens was our first) here's one from Roscoe's 

Music Store struck on silver! MB: $35.00 
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Lot#227: And to give you an opportunity to have an ultra rare complete silver set of 

this, our first series of tokens, here is the original “Doe Dough” token struck on 

silver! MB: $30.00 

Lot#228: Trial Hot Hammered U. S. Army 257th Medical Company, Medal for the 

55th Medical Group, Fort Bragg, North Carolina in copper MB: $55.00 

Lot#229: 1995 J. T. Stanton for ANA Governer (type 2) trial strike with a 

misaligned obverse die struck on silver! MB: $30.00 

Lot#230: 2004 Georgia Numismatic Association 40th Anniversary mini-mint token 

trial strike in silver! Very Nice! MB: $25.00 

Lot#231: 2003 “Once Upon a Dime, The World of Money” medalet trial strike in 

silver! MB: $20.00 

Lot#232: 2000 Summit Aviation Medal. Very rare. This is a medal commissioned by 

our good friend Verne Walrafen’s, wife, Caroline, on the occasion of Summit 

Aviation’s 40th anniversary. Struck in silver! MB: $75.00 

Lot#233: A Royal Mint silver, uniface unicorn! Nice! MB: $35.00 

Lot#234: Bradley University, Rho Delta, Delta Upsilon one ounce silver anniversary 

medal. Commissioned by Ron’s father. Toning a nice golden color. MB: $50.00 

Lot#235: 1794 Half cent reproduction struck about 5% off center. This is a real and 

rare error from the Gallery Mint. Copy stamp on obverse. MB: $18.00 



Lot#236: 2004 Ultra High Relief Mercury Dime reproduction trial struck on a 

piedfort pewter planchet. Pretty nice. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $25.00 

Lot#237: One of our infamous teddy bears. This one was struck on big- 

ger equipment than the mini-mint and on a Delaware quarter (the first 

states quarter). MB: $25.00 

Lot#238: A miniature medalet struck with the 2001 ANA Convention counterstamp 

in Atlanta, Georgia. Truly rare! MB: $30.00 

Lot#239: 2003 “Once Upon a Dime, The World of Money” medalet trial strike in 

pewter. MB: $20.00 

Lot#240: One of the Royal Mint’s pewter sundial watches over struck 

by the J. T. Stanton dies. MB: $25.00 

Lot#241: One of the ANA National Money Show’s Fort Lauderdale, Florida 

mini-mint tokens brockaged with a Sacajawea dollar obverse. MB: $20.00 

Lot#242: One of the ANA National Money Show’s Fort Lauderdale, Florida mini-mint 

tokens brockaged with a Sacajawea dollar reverse. MB: $20.00 

Lot#243: A large, brass planchet with a hub trial strike from the Royal Mint days. 

Design and die engraved by Ron Landis. Image is incuse. MB: $30.00 

Lot#244: Ditto the above. MB: $30.00 



Lot#245: Ditto the last two on the previous page except a different design. 

MB: $30.00 

Lot#246: A weak trial strike on an undersized silver planchet of a dragon design by 

Ron Landis for the Royal Mint. MB: $30.00 

Lot#247: 1992 Original Hobo Nickel Society token trial struck on an already struck 

Jefferson Nickel (as were all of them). This is the only one of these I have ever seen. 

MB: $25.00 

Lot#248: 1995 Original Hobo Nickel Society token trial struck on a copper 

planchet. This one also has Ron Landis’s trademark initials hand engraved right 

above the date which is not normal. MB: $35.00 

Lot#249: 1995 Gallery Mint Annual Medal #367 struck on pure silver as were they 

all. However, this medal has become extremely popular and this one, as far as | 

know, is the only one we have left. MB: $80.00 

Lot#250: 1997 Britt, lowa hobo token. This 1s one of the scarcest of all our hobo 

tokens as these were struck for and distributed at a hobo convention and not for the 

numismatic community. MB: $30.00 

Lot#251: 1997 Muhlenberg County, Kentucky hobo taken. Though not as rare as the 

Britt, lowa tokens it is still rare. MB: $20.00 

Lot#252: 1999 Good For $5 in Trade at the Gallery Mint Museum token over struck 

on atrial strike of a Fugio Cent! We will gladly take this one back for $5 in trade! 

MB: $40.00 

Lot#253: 1999 Milwaukee Numismatic Society 65th Annual Show token (intended 

for pewter strikes on the mini-mint) that appears to be hot struck on a silver button 

used for same and then antiqued. Super high relief on the obverse. Really nice piece! 

MB: $25.00 



Lot#254: 2001 Silver Hiking Hobo reverse hobo token with a small clip at K-8:30. 

This is a real error from the Gallery Mint. MB: $20.00 

ed planchet. Rather cool! MB: $25.00 

Lot#256: 1793 Wreath cent reproduction with a big coil of brass struck through and 

retained on the obverse. Pretty cool! Copy stamp on reverse. $70.00 

Lot#257: Reproction of the Athenian Decadrachm double struck with significant rota- “a 

tion between strikes. Believe it or not, this is a genuine error! Copy stamp on reverse. 

MB: $75.00 

Lot#258: 1992 Onginal Hobo Nickel Society token double struck on brass. This 1s 

a trial strike and there is significant rotation between strikes. Colorful toning is 

beginning as well. Very nice! MB: $25.00 

Lot#259: 2003 Elephant reverse hobo token stuck on a copper planchet. Nice and 

rare! MB: $25.00 

Lot#260: 2003 Female obverse and Hiking Hobo of 2001 reverse struck on a copper 

planchet! A mule and an off-metal error. Really nice. MB: $40.00 

Lot#261: 2003 Ron Landis obverse hobo token struck on copper. Neat! MB: $30.00 

Lot#262: 2003 Ron Landis obverse hobo token with a 3-legged buffalo on reverse. We 

did not do this on purpose. It was accidentally produced in the very same way that the | 

1937-D 3-legged buffalo was created! MB: $30.00 



Lot#263: A very unusual multiple error hobo token. It is a mule using the 2004 Joe 

Rust obverse with the 2004 Armadillo reverse, lightly struck on a pewter mini-mint 

planchet! Very cool and a nice tribute to Joe. MB: $25.00 

Lot#264: Trial engraving by Ron Landis for the 1796 Quarter Eagle on a half cent 

planchet. It is incuse. MB: $40.00 

Lot#265: Evidently this 1796 Bust large cent reproduction was one of our infamous 

pocket pieces. It is a rare, naturally toned chocolate brown with just the tiniest hint 

of circulation. A natural thing of beauty! Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $20.00 

Lot#266: A reproduction Athenian Decadrachm struck off center. Believe it or 

not, this is a genuine error! Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $60.00 

Lot#267: A reproduction 1804 Draped Bust dollar double struck with rotation. 

Very nice rendition of a very rare error type on an even rarer coin. Copy stamp on 

reverse. MB: $75.00 

Lot#268: A proof 1795 gold half eagle double struck with good rotation. The 

second strike was strong enough to wipe out most evidence of the double strike 

which is best seen at the AM of AMERICA. If you have been wanting a rare 

gold error from us, here’s one of the few chances there will ever be! If you just 

want a normal one this would work well for that too! MB: $625.00 

Lot#269: Silver Hobo token mule. Has the Buffalo reverse paired with the train 

reverse. A nice, enticing silver mule. MB: $30.00 

Lot#270: A struck silver center from an 1792 Silver centered cent. Very well struck! 

Copy stamp is on the reverse. MB: $15.00 

Lot#271: Bar Copper reproduction double struck with 90 degree rotation! Very nice 

Looks like a waffle or screen on the reverse. Copy stamp on the reverse. 

MB: $20.00 

Lot#272: Is this the first mini-mint token? I don’t know but it appears to be but it 

was done in conjunction with the Royal Mint and the renfests. Very rare! 

MB: $20.00 



Lot#273: 1776 Pewter Continental Currency reproduction end of strip ragged clip. 
Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $35.00 

Lot#274: 1776 Pewter Continental Currency reproduction with large curved clip. 

Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $35.00 

Lot#275: 1776 Pewter Continental Currency reproduction end of strip clip. In rugged 

area the edge ts starting to split like a clamshell error. Copy stamp on reverse. 

MB: $35.00 

Lot#276: 1776 Pewter Continental Currency reproduction with a straight clip. Copy 

stamp on reverse. MB: $30.00 

Lot#277: Rare Silver Renaissance Medal from the 1989 

XIX Minnesota Festival. Comes with spider press certificate 

of authenticity that is embossed and signed by the artist, 

Ron Landis. Coin & cert numbered 37/150. MB: $90.00 

Lot#278: Here is a fascinating, educational pair with the pewter pieces being very 

rare as only two of these have been struck to date. Believe it or not, the 1794 with 

stars copper reproduction cent has a cud at K-6:00 on the reverse. Don’t see it? 

Neither would most. However, it is a good, solid cud as 1s illustrated by the pewter 

piece in this pair. The pewter 1794 reproduction strike is on a way oversized pewter 

blank. Because it has plenty of metal the cud shows very clearly. The pewter piece 

was struck BEFORE the copper piece to test the size of the cud when fully struck. 

Buy this pair and you have an instant talk for your coin club meeting. Great fun for 

show and tell as well. Copy stamp on all obverses since the reverse is the focal point. 

Top piece is the copper one and bottom is the oversized perwter strike. MB: $75.00. 

Lot#279: Here’s another of my favorites in this auction. This is an exceedingly rare 

2000 ANA Philadelphia convention hand hammered piece in gold and 1s probably the 

only one in gold! Awesome piece! Antiqued to mimic the original styles. 

MB: $200.00 

Lot#280: In the last benefit auction we had a die for 

sale and it was the first time. If you missed that great 

opportunity, here is another. This die is one from a 

reproduction flowing hair half. As you can see, it 

split in half. Both halfs are copy stamped. MB: $800 



Lot#281: As most of you already know, we lost our good friend and co-founder of the 

Gallery Mint, Joe Rust, last year. So beloved was he that Christopher Madden, an engraver 

& for the BEP and now a board member of the new museum, engraved a memorial tribute and 

pulled it from BEP presses to sell to raise money for the ANA YN Scholarship funds. Much 

i larger than shown here, 100 were signed and numbered by Mr. Madden. Here is your rare 

chance to purchase one of these fine tribute intaglio prints of Joe. This one is number 96 of 

100. Ink is brown. MB: $25.00 

Lot#282: A nice piece of reproduction copper large cent strip 

struck with 3 different large cent reproduction stikes. They 

are the 1793 small head liberty cap cent, the 1794 with stars 

reverse Liberty cap cent and the 1796 Draped Bust cent. All 3 

reverses are copy stamped. We do very few of these and 

they are really cool. MB: $70.00 

DONATION REPRODUCTIONS 

Lot#283: Rare 1787 New Jersey copper reproduction. Very difficult to find. We 

have two of these. On one the copy stamp is on the reverse and on the other is is on 

the obverse. The highest bidder will have the choice of which one they want. MB: 

$40.00 

Lot#284: 1788 New Jersey copper reproduction. Copy stamp on the reverse. 

MB: $20.00 

Lot#285: 1794 COPPER Flowing Hair dollar reproduction. This was a limited 

edition and is easily one of the most sought after discontinued reproductions we 

have ever made! Therefore, it is not cheap but it is worth it! Copy stamp on the 

reverse. MB: $75.00 

Lot #286: 1793 Half cent reproduction made in silver! Copy stamp on reverse. 

MB: $70.00 

Lot#287: 1794 Half cent reproduction made in silver. Copy stamp on reverse. 

MB: $36.00 

iy Lot#288: 1796 With Pole half cent reproduction made in silver. Copy stamp on 

reverse. MB: $36.00 Nica 
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Lot#289: 1796 Without Pole half cent reproduction in silver. Copy stamp on reverse. 

MB: $36.00 

Lot#290: 1787 Fugio cent reproduction in silver. Absolutely gorgeous! Copy stamp 

on reverse. MB: $40.00 

Lot#291: 1793 Small Head type Capped Liberty large cent reproduction in silver! 

Awesome and rare! Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $80.00 

Lot#292: 1794 With Stars reverse Liberty Cap cent reproduction in silver. Nice! 

Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $40.00 

Lot#293: 1796 Liberty Cap cent reproduction in silver. Nice! Copy stamp on reverse. 

MB: $40.00 

Lot#294: 1796 Draped Bust cent reproduction in silver. Nice! Copy stamp on 

reverse. MB: $40.00 

Lot#295: 1799 Draped Bust cent reproduction in silver. Nice! Copy stamp on 

reverse. MB: $40.00 

Lot#296: 1792 Birch cent reproduction in silver. Very nice! Copy stamp on reverse. 

MB: $45.00 

Lot#297: 2005 GMM “Elect Brian Fanton ANA Board” token in pewter. 

Approximately 260 of these were made and distributed mostly in St. Louis at the 2005 

CSNS show. With this being a figure involved in one of the most controversial elec- 

tions in ANA history don’t let it go! MB: $7.00 



Lot#298: 1793 Wreath cent reproduction. Copy stamp on obverse. MB: $30.00 

Lot#299: 1793 Wreath cent reproduction. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $35.00 

Lot#300: 1793 Large head style Liberty cap cent reproduction. Very prooflike and 

gorgeous! Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $40.00 

Lot#301: 1793 Small head style Liberty cap cent reproduction. Copy stamp on 

reverse. MB: $35.00 

Lot#302: Proof 1793 large head style Liberty cap cent reproduction. Sweet! Copy 

stamp on reverse. MB: $60.00 

Lot#303: Proof 1793 Half cent reproduction. Very rare. Number 786. Copy stamp 

on reverse. MB: $65.00 

Lot#304: 1793 Half cent reproduction. Nice. Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $40.00 

Lot#305: Proof 1795 Gold Half Eagle ($5.00 piece) reproduction. Gorgeous and one 

of the most sought after and rarest of Gallery Mint reproductions. Number 171. 

Copy stamp on reverse. MB: $625.00 

OUR SINCERE THANKS TO ALL OF YOU WHO PARTICIPATE IN THIS AUCTION AND CONTINUE TO 

SUPPORT THE GALLERY MINT. WE ESPECIALLY WANT TO THANK WILLIAM O'HARA, FRANK 

MALONEY, C. DOUGLAS THOM AND DAVE KENNEY FOR THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THIS SALE. 

THIS SALE WOULD NOT BE WHAT IT IS WITHOUT THEIR GENEROUS CONTRIBUTIONS. 



Lot#306: Fourteen pe. 

1796 proof set in air-tities: 

You may never get this 

chance again! Comes is a 

custom blue velvet, hinged 

display case. Gorgeous to 

say the least! Gold is num- 

ber 79 and all others are 

number 180. MB: 

LAST MINUTE ADDITIONS 

Lot#307: Genuine 1910-S Gold Indian ($10.00 piece) grading AU5O0! This is in the 

sale to show you we do accept payment and donations in rare U. S. coins and bullion! 

We took this and the next lot in trade. MB: 

Lot#308: Genuine 1927 St. Gauden’s Double Eagle ($20.00) graded MS63 by 

PCGS. Gold is rising fast! Get this before it gets too costly again! MB: 

Lot#309: 1787 Fugio cent reproduction struck on brass. A nice off metal error. Copy 

stamp on obverse. MB: $20.00 

Lot#310: A silver 1792 Silver Center cent reproduction. Instead of the intended 

silver plug in a copper planchet this is all silver. Very Nice! Copy stamp on the 

reverse. MB: $35.00 

Lot#311: A silver 1792 Birch cent reproduction. Instead of copper this one is all 

silver. Gorgeous! Copy stamp on the reverse. MB: $40.00 

Lot#312: 1796 Continental dollar reproduction struck on a pewter clipped fragment. 

This piece illustrates a very rare error type. Copy stamp will be on the reversse. 

MB: $30.00 

Lot#313: 1796 Pewter Continental dollar reproduction with a first strike brockage 

of the obverse on the reverse! Brockages do not come any sweeter than this! Copy 

stamp is on the normal obverse. MB: $35.00 
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ADDENDUM TO BENEFIT AUCTION #2 

(The following lot descriptions were wrong in the auction catalog. 
They are corrected below.) 

Lot# 232: It is true, Verne’s wife is named Caroline but she does not own Summit 

Aviation. Another Caroline does. Minimum bid remains at $75.00 as it is that rare. 

Lot# 247: Description is correct but OHNS members are telling me that most likely less 
than 200 were struck and that it is the king of early OHNS items. MB remains the same. 

Lot# 250: This is not the Hobo Convention only release. Sorry. It is the regular variety 2 

for 1997. Still, it is very scarce around here but supposedly fairly common among OHNS 
collectors. New MB: $10.00 

Lot# 251: Actually dated 1998 and not 1997. OHNS members report this is a difficult 
item to acquire. New MB: $10.00 

Lot# 260: Approximately 50 made. New minimum bid: $15.00 
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